Our library has been a very busy place this year. At the beginning of the year we had Mrs Rahman as our Library teacher and then Mrs Tait came in the middle of the year.

Jed, Helen and Angelique like to use the browsing boxes. There are lots of interesting and colourful picture books to choose from.

Thank you Mrs Rahman for all the work you did with us this year. Good luck in your new job.

The library is open at lunchtime and Tara and Cam like to play with the blocks.

The library is also used by small groups that come out of their classroom to do activities. Here, Angelo, Pascal, Jasmine and Jack are cutting out puppets for their puppet show.

Caeley, Lucy and Lexis like to come in at lunchtime to draw pictures and do craft activities.

Craig and Griffin lend a hand to put books away.

The library set up for Book Week.
Pre-Primary and Year Two
Two pupils are making the most of reading from the new browsing boxes.

While Miss Coleman from the Pre-Primary reads to another group.

It’s very busy when we have made our book choices. Mrs Tait is issuing Levi with a book while Jack waits.

By the looks on these faces, Caelan, Mitchel and Cameron are enjoying the library time. Here they are filling in their diaries for Term Four.

Library leader Shani Kellett is one of a group of dedicated helpers who gave up their lunchtimes to help in the library.

Decisions, decisions! Above: Nikita and Pascal are into the chapter books, while below, Georgia is checking out the non-fiction.

Year Three like the relaxed atmosphere sharing books.